To: Louisiana Staff
From: Herman Carter ("Slick")
Re: ASCS

The ASCS parish elections are scheduled to be held throughout Louisiana in August (not certain of specific date, but I will find out as soon as possible and relay it to you). After reading the material enclosed in this packet, you will see how important these elections are.

Because of their great importance, I feel there should be a person on each project dealing specifically with the forthcoming ASCS elections. This person should read the enclosed material on ASCS thoroughly; he should attempt to communicate with Negro farmers (reading the ASCS material you will see why) with the purpose of interesting them in the upcoming elections.

A community conference will be held in Alexandria on the 11th of July. It is imperative that you get as many farmers as possible to attend, for there will be a tremendous amount of emphasis placed on the ASCS elections.

If any questions on ASCS arise, contact either the State or the Southern Regional Office.

FREEDOM